
Additional Transmissions and Benefits from Joining this Program 

Using a combination of prayer, the Universal Clearing Profile and a divine ideal 
extract of the energies utilized in Practical Mastery, Angelic Mastery, Crystalline 
Rainbow Reiki™ and all the vibrationally encoded images I  have created help 
participants in this program to: 

• Clear, heal and release less-than-love energies, frequencies, vibrations programs, 
patterns, influences, beings, cords, hooks and implants from their consciousness and 
energy fields;  

• Clear core fear and fear-based beliefs, programs, memories, feelings and attitudes.  
• Clear stress, anxiety, tension and worry;  
• Clear, heal and recalibrate their emotional body for optimal emotional health and 

well-being;  
• Clear, heal and recalibrate their mental body for optimal mental health and well-

being;  
• Clear, heal and recalibrate the Higher Self, Soul, Over-Soul, God Self and spiritual 

bodies for optimal spiritual health and well-being. 
• Clear negative ego programming;  
• Clear negative self talk and inner dialog from their consciousness;  
• Clear addictive and obsessive programming, conditioning and behaviors;  
• Clear guilt, blame, shame and pity;  
• Clear depression, despair, hopelessness, sadness, grief and sorrow;  
• Clear anger, rage, resentment and road rage;  
• Clear self sabotage, confusion and doubt;  
• Clear stagnant, congested and unclear energies;  
• Clear heavy, dense, dark and slow energies;   
• Clear less than love energies, frequencies and vibrations from the personal finances, 

money, bank accounts, financial assets and liabilities; 
• Clear less than love energies, frequencies and vibrations from the job, place of 

employment and the company you work for;  
• Clear, heal and release less than love energies, frequencies and vibrations from the 

home, car, real and personal property and personal office spaces; 

All of these transmissions are calibrated to each individual, aligned with the highest good 
and all concerned in ways that support and honor the spiritual evolution of each being with 
the divine ideal integration in the divine ideal way and manner with ease and grace. 

 

How to Fine-Tune the Program EVEN MORE to Meet YOUR 
Specific Needs and Desires! 

I encourage each person who participates in the Daily Energetic Support Program to set an 
intent for the healing and areas of energetic support that he or she would like assistance 
with. The easiest way to do this is to write out a simple statement like "My intent is to 
receive healing for _______________ and energetic assistance for 
___________________."  You do NOT need to send me this however since the Creator 
knows what is aligned with your highest good and what will support your spiritual evolution. 

 



Upgrades to the DESP as of October 27, 2008 

In light of the accelerated change and pace of change on the planet as the 
ascension process accelerates, I have decided to beef up the Daily Energetic 
Support Program to assist people to more gracefully, easily and effortlessly 
handle the transition. The new energies are to: 

• Clear blocks we have to thriving, prospering and being joyful in the midst of change 
and chaos.  

• Clear, heal, transmute and release resistance to change.  
• Bring in and integrate energies of going with the flow, adaptability, flexibility, 

sovereignty, inner peace, self love, inner strength, optimism, joy, stamina and 
courage. 

• Clear stress, anxiety, fears - often subconscious - originating from the accelerated 
pace of change on the planet.  

• Clear, heal, transmute and release patterns of taking on stuff from the planet and 
other people who are not handling change well. 

• Maintain a constant strong connection to your inner divinity and to quickly upgrade 
and integrate changes in yourself that originate from the new energies coming into 
the planet with ease and grace. 

• Clear, heal, transmute and release any blocks we have to asking for help and to 
receiving support on all levels – physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. 

• Deep physical, emotional, mental and spiritual grounding into the love and 
consciousness of your highest level aspect of your monad which knows no fear. 

• Energetic support in maintaining a strong connection to your inner divinity and to 
Spirit in the midst of chaos and accelerated change. 

• Energies to assist you to be in the world but not of this world – so that you are able 
to stay clear, sovereign, calm, centered, balanced and aligned to who you truly are 
no matter what is going on around you.

These daily transmissions are NOT conference calls. I picked up a lot of strange 
energies from other people in some of the conference calls that I participated in so I have 
decided to just connect with the Creator and transmit the energies to the souls of the 
participants directly rather than through a telephone connection. That way each 
participant is sovereign in their energy field and not connected to the energy fields 
of all of the other participants. It feels much cleaner to me energetically to do it in this 
way. 

Healing for YOUR Pet and Animal Companions as Well 

When I began this program, I got that it could assist pets and animals as well as humans. 
So each day, when I making the daily transmissions, I also transmit healing energies from 
the modalities I work with - Angelic Mastery, Practical Mastery, the Universal Clearing Profile 
and now the Universal Pet and Animal Healing and Clearing Modality. The daily energies are 
sent to assist each pet or animal to function at the optimal physical, emotional, mental and 
spiritual well-being and health on all levels. The cost for this is just $10 per pet per month. 
If you choose to sign-up for this program, please email me after you place the order to let 
me know the name of the pet, what species they are, where they are located and if they 
have any significant health challenges going on. 


